
 
 

 

Beaufort Hunt Pony Club  

Minis Easter Challenge - Week Four 

 

Choose one challenge, or if you’re feeling adventurous take on all three!  

Each week you can colour in an extra horseshoe on your challenge record sheet for completing your 

chosen challenge(s).  After the 4 weeks, return your record sheet to us and we shall award you with 

your electronic challenge certificate. 

 

OPTION ONE 

Roll up, roll up, the circus is in town!!  Training our pony on the ground, is just as important as 

training them under saddle.  Using a carrot, can you teach your pony a new trick!  Perhaps they can 

put their head between their legs, perhaps they’ll follow you over a pole …. can surprise us with 

something creative! 

OPTION TWO 

It’s your cross-country round!  Can you think about one of your favourite walks from when we’ve 

been on lockdown.  Can you draw a map of your cross-country walk; what do you see on the way, 

are there any noticeable land marks, how does the landscape change?  Now give your map to a 

grown up, go for a walk (or run!) together and see if they can navigate their way using your map as a 

guide. 

OPTION THREE 

Last week we designed our super ponies on paper!   Now lets gets creative with nature.  The season 

is giving us lots of beautiful colours and smells.  Take some time to pick a few of your favourite 

blossoms (remember to only take a little of nature at any time so you leave it for the wildlife and 

others to enjoy) and make your pony feel super special by decorating his/her mane.  They’ll love the 

pamper time.  Remember to look out for some of those poisonous plants that we need to be aware 

of.  We’ve attached some for you to learn and be aware of! 
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